BRAVENLY EASY-SHIP POLICY
For Ambassadors and Brand Partners, Easy-Ships are either set up at the time of
enrollment by choosing products that are under the Easy Ship list OR by logging into
their back office and creating a new profile.
Retail Customers have the option to select a check box at the time of enrollment that
creates an Easy Ship out of those products.
At the time of checkout, whether you’re signing up as a Retail Customer, Ambassador, or
Brand Partner, you are given the option with clear disclosure to set up the items in your
cart for Easy-Ship. When you add products to your Easy-Ship, the price that you are
charged for the products the first time is the price you will continue to pay as long as
your Easy-Ship is activated.
To avoid any recurring charges & product shipments, simply forgo setting up an
Easy-Ship at all or log in to your account to cancel, edit, or delete your profile.
By choosing the Easy-Ship option at enrollment or creating a profile (an Easy Ship order)
later, you are stating that you understand and agree to the affirmative consent you gave
Bravenly Global to charge you for the respective items in your cart at the time of check
out if created at enrollment, as well as monthly from here on out, until canceled. By
setting up and activating a Bravenly Easy-Ship profile, you are stating that you
understand and agree to the Easy-Ship Cancellation Policy, which states that in order to
STOP any further charges and shipments you must cancel your Easy-Ship within 48 hours
of your next Easy-Ship process day.
Easy-Ship is the best way for you to get products to your front door every month without
a hassle! But don’t worry, we don’t require it.
Questions or concerns about Easy-Ship? Our Bravenly Support Team is happy to help.
You can manage and cancel your Easy-Ship at any time in your Bravenly Back Office. Visit
bravenlyglobal.com > Login > Easy-Ship > View Easy-Ship Profile. To avoid any recurring
charges and product shipments, simply forgo setting up an Easy-Ship OR cancel your
Active Easy-Ship within 48 hours of your scheduled Easy-Ship profile. In order to request
the help of the Bravenly Support Team, you must contact them through:
support@bravenlyglobal.com NO LESS than 2 business days before your order is
scheduled to process.

